Earthquake-Induced Landslides (wet)
Mapping Progress

Legend
- Congressional Districts
- Recent STATEMAP Projects
  - 2004-10 STATEMAP
  - ED MAP Collaborations (2009-2013)
  - 2014 STATEMAP
  - 2015 STATEMAP

KENTUCKY
Criteria determined by KSGMAC:

- **population centers**: focusing on areas of higher population that do not have adequate surficial mapping;

- **land use**: areas of high industrial or residential development have already experienced significant disturbance and are not practical mapping targets;

- **major transportation corridors**: future development is most likely to occur along major transportation corridors such as Interstate highways;

- **geologic hazards** already identified in a quadrangle: areas that have experienced significant landslide activity in the past are most likely to experience future landslide issues;

- also: **Energy Site Bank, population growth/change**, are factors to qualify/disqualify a quad for mapping
Criteria determined by KSGMAC:

- Getting the data USED:
  prioritizing mapping in areas where there is an agency ready and willing to receive and utilize the data
SO...

...who’s next?
I want YOU...
...to get some geologic mapping.

William “Drew” Andrews
Kentucky Geological Survey
wandrews@uky.edu (best option)